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Internet 101 

O urs is an era of revolution, and in 
the Information Age, as in the 
Industrial Age that preceded it, the 

engine of rapid change is technology. 
Throughout the whole of society, things 
that were formerly inconceivable are now 
indispensable, and in the law firm in par 
ticular, the revolution in office technology 
that began with the electric typewriter has 
expanded to include photocopy and fax 
machines, voice and express mail, and 
laser printers and computers as among the 
necessary tools of the practice of law. 
Though some may lament the passing of a 
slower and simpler age, the ancient image 
of an attorney and his devoted secretary 
nudging some legal document into being 
by taking a form-book example and 
finessing it through a series of typewritten 
drafts and red lined revisions is no longer 
feasible nor realistic. Today's attorney can 
not afford to reminisce over a golden past, 
because the technological revolution has 
gathered such momentum that it presents 
the profession a single sobering choice - 
join the revolution's ranks and reap its 
benefits or resist and be overthrown. 
The latest in this onslaught of technology 

is by far the most powerful - the Internet 
(Net) - an interconnected array of comput 
ers linked by telephone lines, fiber optics, 
and satellite uplinks into an international 
network for the exchange of information. 
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How We Cyberlaw: 
Where Tradition Meets Technology 

The Net combines the aspects of a research 
associate, the Yellow Pages, fax machines, 
telephones, express mail, and television by 
subsuming them. What formerly took many 
machines and operators can now be accom 
plished by one person sitting in front of a 
single terminal in less time and for less 
money. For instance, today's attorney can 
download forms from an online service or a 
CD-ROM, adapt them to the case at hand 
and make revisions to them. In addition, he 
or she can solicit input from other attor 
neys, advise clients, and (increasingly) file 
the product with the courts electronically, 
and he or she can do it without even having 
to be in the office. 

Recognizing this potential and the 
tremendous opportunity it affords law 
firms and attorneys in delivering legal ser 
vices faster, better, and cheaper than the 
competition, our firm, Lamrouex & 
Cravens, determined not just to use the 
Net, but to become a part of it. We 
resolved to create a World Wide Web site, 
making our services available to potential 
clients around the globe. And to save 
money, earn our dues, and establish credi 
bility with the computer literate clientele 
we hoped to attract, we decided to do 
everything ourselves - the programming, 
graphics, design, and content. The gesta 
tion of the idea and the education process 
spanned a period of almost three months, 

Got Our 

Web Page 

on the 

Internet 

working nights and weekends to untangle 
a multitude of information, articles, 
obscure programming codes, system 
glitches, and bug-infested software appli 
cations. Finally, we were able to savor that 
initial, satisfying moment when we 
uploaded our files to the Net and became 
the first San Antonio based-law firm with 
a Home Page on the World Wide Web. 

The Internet ond World Wide Web 
The World Wide Web (Web) began at 

CERN (The European Laboratory for 
Particle Physics) as a means of easily 
accessing information on the Net and dis 
playing it in a multimedia environment of 
interactive graphics and sound, rather than 
as text only. A Web page is like an interac 
tive billboard on the side of the freeway, 
enticing passersby to stop and peruse the 
available information. The Web is the only 
place on the Internet where advertising 
and commercial enterprise are allowed. 

Our idea to create a Web page for the 
firm occurred while we were at a CLE 
seminar where the Internet and the Web's 
potential to the practice of law were 
demonstrated. Since, as a profession, the 
law is fact-driven, the Internet and Web 
can be natural allies to the computer lit 
erate attorney. Because the soul of the 
Net is information and cases are won or 
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lost by the advocate with the most com 
plete facts, the latest case or statute, or 
the most persuasive statistic, access to 
the vast resources of the Net can only be 
an advantage. 

In addition, the Net may very well 
become integral to the "business" of law. 
With an estimated 40 million technologi 
cally sophisticated and computer literate 
users worldwide,' at least some of these 
potential clients will undoubtedly surf the 
Net for information before hiring a law 
firm or obtaining legal services. In addi 
tion, as Cyberspace (a ubiquitous proper 
noun identifying the ephemeral network 
of electrons zipping around the world at 
the speed of light during any given 
moment in time on the Internet) becomes 
more commercially active, business dis 
putes will occur, and the rights and duties 
of individuals and companies will come 
into conflict in this new frontier. 
Obviously, the attorneys who are 
immersed in its culture and eloquent in its 
language will be the attorneys best posi 
tioned to capitalize upon its benefits, 
address its disputes, and apply the evolv 
ing technologies to their legal practice. 

Traveling in Cyberspace requires a 
means of transportation, a point of origin, 
and a destination. Computers on the Net 
(universities, corporations, and other enti 
ties) represent the points of origin and des 
tination, and the route is the Information 
Superhighway with its public transporta 
tion - like the World Wide Web, File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP), Gopher, and Wide 
Area Internet Search (WAIS). In addition 
to these standard nodes on the Net, there 
are dialup services like CompuServe, 
America Online, and Prodigy, which are 
private communities with toll roads onto 
the Information Superhighway. Though 
technically not part of the Net, these ser 
vices are self-contained communities with 
private roads of their own which allow 
subscribers to venture out onto the Net 
through a "gateway," via modes of trans 
portation which are limited to the architec 
ture and systems of the dialup services - 
like a one-stop hyper-mart under one roof 
versus the local community network of 
businesses, shopping centers, and conve 
nience stores. 

Although the dialup services allow you 
to drive on their roads, stroll their aisles, 
and sample their wares, you cannot build 
there or set up your own shop. (America 
Online has announced that it will provide 
members space for personal Web pages by 
the end of 1995, and other dialup services 
will surely follow suit.) An Internet 
provider, on the other hand, cannot only 
provide you a point of access and your 
own site to build on, but can also help you 

obtain the materials, build your Web page, 
maintain your site, and do your marketing 
- all for a fee, of course. For surfing the 
Web, dialup services are an excellent 
choice; however, to create your own pres 
ence on the Web, you will need either 
your own system on the Net, or a gateway 
through an Internet provider. The magni 
tude of your particular needs will deter 
mine your method of access, but in all 
probability, until ISDN service from tele 
phone companies becomes more practical 
for the small consumer, using a modem to 

Some World Wide 
Web Sites to Explore: 
u.s. Congress 
http://thomas.loc.gov 

Legal Information Institute 
at Cornell University Law School 
http://www.law.comell.edu/ 

Virtual Law Library at Indiana 
University School of Law 
http://www.law.indiana.edu/law/ 
lawindex.html 

Chicago-Kent College of Law's 
Guide to Legal Resources 
http://www.kentlaw.edu/lawnet/ 
lawlinks.html 

U.S. Supreme Court 
http://www.law.comell.edu/ supd 
/ supd. table.html 

Sth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
at The U. T. School of Law 
Tarlton Law Library 
http://www.law.utexas.edu/ us5th 
/ us5th.html 

Administrative Office 
of the U.S. Courts 
http://www.uscourts.gov/ 

ABA 
http://www.abanet.org 

CTI Law Technology Centre 
http://ltc.law.warwick.ac.uk/ 

White House 
http://www.whitehouse.gov 

access an Internet provider's gateway will 
be the standard choice. 

Making it Work - Programming 
As for our law firm, Larnrouex knows 

computers, software, and programming; 
and Cravens knows desktop publishing and 
graphics. The division of labor followed 
naturally: Lamrouex would make it work 
and Cravens would make it look good. 
Unfortunately, we soon confirmed our 
inherent misgivings and discovered that the 
Internet and Web pages, like any of the 
more traditional distractions of the profes 
sion, can demand inordinate amounts of 
time and money. 

Lamrouex began programming almost 20 
years ago when "hacker" was a term of rev 
erence for someone who spent long hours 
"hacking" away at his or her computer (not 
trying to break into someone elses). 
Lamrouex's diverse computer experience 
served him well in the construction of our 
Web page, because every word, address, 
color, and picture that a Net Surfer sees is 
actually the product of HTML code 
(HyperText Markup Language), in-line 
graphics, text, interactive hypertext links, 
and URL's (Uniform Resource Locators) 
which must all be correct. 
For a Web page, one of the first things 

required is an Internet provider. Our three 
selection criteria were support, price, and 
access. Contacting the local providers in 
San Antonio was not difficult because there 
are only a handful of them currently in the 
San Antonio market. It quickly became 
apparent that there was a large disparity in 
pricing with a couple of vendors never hav 
ing considered providing access to individ 
uals or small companies. Ultimately, we 
selected our local Internet provider for two 
reasons: the provider was informative and 
helpful and wanted our business; and the 
price for unlimited Net access and for 
allowing us to place our Web page on its 
server was competitive. 
We set aside an extended weekend to 

create the Web page and upload it to the 
Web, but as is often the case, nothing 
went right. The worst of several obstacles 
was a "bug" in the principal client-server 
software package, which serves as the 
conduit between our computer and the 
provider's server, and from there to all 
other points on the Net. Without it operat 
ing we would have normally been dead in 
the water, but a temporary fix was used to 
salvage the effort: Lamrouex's America 
Online (AOL) account. He had already 
used the AOL account to download neces 
sary programs, surf Web sites, and obtain 
tremendous amounts of information. Now 
he was using it as a backup to get the 
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Web page up, which is an excellent exam- 
. pie of the Net's versatility and redundan 
cy: although our direct connection to our 
Internet provider's server was unavail 
able, we could go through a dialup ser 
vice's gateway and accomplish the same 
thing. 

Regarding the Web page itself, the objec 
tive was clearly defined: get a Web page up 
and running. Nothing spectacular, just the 
basics: text, information, some hypertext 
links, and some E-mail links back to the 
firm. So Lamrouex had to learn HTML, 
afterwhich he began surfing to locate help 
ful programs, HTML editors, and good 
examples of HTML code. Once he had 
downloaded all the freeware and shareware 
programs he wanted, it took a few hours to 
print out and review all the instruction man 
uals and documents. 

The actual construction process was 
trial and error, and it required jumping 
back and forth between an HTML editor 
(to write and edit the underlying HTML 
code) and a Web browser (to view and dis 
play the HTML code as an actual Web 
page). There was an air of expectancy as 
we watched our Web page develop, and 
our hands-on approach allowed us to con 
trol our content and understand our limita 
tions. But progress was slow, so it was not 
until late in the evening that Lamrouex 
actually completed our first Web page, 
which was "lengthy" due to the amount of 
textual information we had included. 
However, since it lacked in-line graphics 
and sound files, it was not "large" as far as 
Web pages go. It was a basic Web page - 
no graphics, no sound files, and few 
hypertext links. All of the fancy stuff 
would come later. 

The next task was to upload the Web 
page to our server, and with no direct 
uplink to our Internet provider, we fell 
back to Lamrouex's AOL account and 
tried using its "Internet Connection" gate 
way. Lamrouex suspected that there was a 
problem with our Internet provider'S serv 
er, but it was more logical to conclude 
that he, as a relati ve novice, was the 
source of the problem so he continued to 
work many more hours. 

As it turned out, the problem did lie with 
our provider's server (which was small con 
solation for what was basically an "all 
nighter"), and the glitch was quickly 
resolved once the server operator was 
aware of it. Once resol ved, Lamrouex 
uploaded the page to the Internet. He had to 
rename the file so that Web browsers would 
automatically find it. Then he immediately 
clicked over to the America Online web 
browser, typed in our URL, and amazingly 
enough there was our Web page on the 
World Wide Web! 

Making it Look Good - Graphics 
Once Lamrouex had the Web page up, he 

would continue to develop and refine it. To 
do that, he needed graphics - graphics to 
use as icons and as images - which is 
where Cravens' contribution became the 
focus of the Web page effort. 

Cravens' idea for our "Cyberlaw Judge" 
came from an article in a computing maga 
zine about a coffee and computer-house in 
Great Britain which offered Internet access 
and caffeine infusions in a single place. The 
article's cartoon of foppish 17th century 
courtiers sipping tea and swapping saws in 
the good company of computer terminals 
depicted the elision between tradition and 
technology we wanted to promote, and con 
sidering the time consuming morass that 
creating a Web page turned out to be, it also 
flattered his sense of the absurd. So he set 
out to create something with the same 
appeal, which ultimately became our 
CyberLaw Judge. 
The CyberLaw Judge, who symbolizes 

our computer law practice, was created 
with a scanner and a combination of graph 
ics packages. Cravens found a copyright 
free line drawing of an English justice, pho 
tocopied it, scanned the copy, and 
manipulated the image in Adobe 
Photoshop. He erased elements of the origi 
nal picture, chopped off the judge's arms 
and hands and repositioned them to make it 
look like he was typing, then added a free 
hand drawing of a computer terminal, text, 

Do Web Pages need to be 
registered with the Advertising 

Review Committee? 
Yes! The interpretative comments to Texas 
Disciplinary Rule of Professional Conduct 7.04 
define public media: 

Public media means a publication or 
broadcast disseminated or available to 
the general public, such as the tele 
phone yellow pages, newspaper or other 
periodical, outdaor display, the internet, 
radio or television. Publications or infor 
mation disseminated primarily to 
lawyers, such as legal newspapers, legal 
directories, firm brochures mailed to 
other lawyers, and on-line services are 
not considered to be the public media. 

For more information, contact the Advertising 
Review Department at (800)566-4616 or 
(512)463-1463, Ext. 1507. 

color, and a graded background. Once com 
pleted, Cravens sent the art to Lamrouex in 
San Antonio as an attachment to an E-mail 
message, congratulating him for a job well 
done, and submitting the firm's first graphic 
for the Web page. 

But the Web page was no longer just a 
"Web page." While Cravens worked on 
images, Lamrouex had developed the Web 
page into a "home page" with hypertext 
links to additional "Web pages" located at 
what was now our "Web site." So Cravens 
had to continue his struggle with scanners 
and graphics packages to develop addition 
al art for the Web site, which he would send 
via e-mail to Lamrouex. 

Application of the Technology 
In creating our Web site, we used several 

of the Internet's resources: E-mail, FTP, 
IRC, and the Web. But the ramifications of 
the Net's resources upon the practice of law 
go far beyond the simple creation of Web 
pages. E-mail and IRC will allow us to 
communicate with each other wherever we 
may be, and a client can send a specific 
request and receive a specific answer 
almost instantly, without playing phone tag 
or waiting for "snail mail." 

Our Web site allows us to market our 
firm directly to the audience most likely to 
be interested in many of cur services. 
Because it can be accessed internationally, 
we have the beginnings of an international 
law firm, without the costly investment in 
time and money spent in maintaining 
offices abroad. Therefore, as a law firm, 
Lamrouex & Cravens is now in a position 
to take advantage of all the Net's resources 
and future technological changes, and most 
importantly, is in a position to profit from 
them as well. 

Conclusion 
So whether our venture into Cyberspace 

pays off immediately is almost irrelevant 
since our goal was not merely having a web 
site, but an insider's knowledge of the tools 
of tomorrow's law office. We wanted to be 
in the best position possible to assimilate 
the evolving technologies of the revolution. 
In order to reap the benefits of a revolution, 
you have to understand it and in the techno 
logical revolution you must recognize one 
imperative: the imperative of evolution - 
adapt or die. * 

Floyd L. Lamrouex and Lamar Cravens 
practice law in San Antonio. Lamrouex & 
Cravens can be reached via the Internet at 
http://www.tddc.netllamrouex. 
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